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in the Muslim world, the concept of reason is more
explicitly tied to social context than is our own
 use of the term. Reason in the Moroccan context

is primarily the capacity to discern the meanings
of the actions of other people and, on the basis
of such perceptions, to engage in effective social
action. Reason signifies adroitness or cleverness
(without the pejorative English connotations of
these terms) more than a capacity for dealing with
abstract rational phenomena.” 14

For Egyptian peasants the term “mind” is a
complex and hidden or invisible structure that de
notes multimeanings and connotations. Mind is the
seat of tafkïr, thought, tamyïz, distinction or differ
entiation, fahm, understanding, tagrTd, abstraction,
hikmah, wisdom, tabrTr, rationalization, ta^aqqul
reasoning, taammul, reflection, takhayyul, imag
ination, zann or takhmm, guessing or conjecture
among other things.

The mind is conceived as batin, hidden or invis
ible. The word bdtin, “inner,” as far as a person
is concerned, refers to damTr, conscience, nlyah,
intention, and fikr, thought. For villagers, con
science and intent constitute the moral quality of a
person, while thought indicates his/her intellectual
or mental attributes. Mind or reason is earthly and
affected by the physical condition of the body,
yet it is considered a measure by which a person
is evaluated as rational or irrational. What makes

mind, 'agi, so crucial for human beings is that it
faces challenges from different directions. One of
these challenges is related to the ability of man to
maintain the balance between his bodily desires,
especially in time of deprivation, and his intellec
tual, spiritual, or religious and social demands. As
opposed to angels who are created of light and
have pure minds and submit themselves complete
ly to God through praying and praising, human
beings are made of two opposite components, one
is spiritual and rational the other is bodily and
instinctual. Therefore, man is located between an
gels (reason) and animals (instinct). However, man
is evaluated as being more important than both
angels and animals because he has the ability to
choose from different alternatives and therefore he
holds responsibility for his actions and intentions.

For villagers, the mind is concretely equivalent
to al-mukh, or the brain, located in the head. An
intelligent or wise person is described as having
fnukh kabïr, a voluminous or large brain. A physi

H This claim denies the significant contribution of Muslim
intellectuals in medieval ages as well as in the modern time
to science and philosophy that dealt of course with abstract
rational phenomena.

cally strong or tough person who does not use his
mind in the right way is described as having mukh
namla, a brain of an ant.

As in the case of the soul, people’s minds differ
depending on their age and sex. Men in general are
believed to have minds superior to those of women
and children. A woman’s mind is incomplete,
naqis. A man who relies on a woman’s mind or

decision is described dishonorably as shurat al
marah, the one who follows a woman’s advice,
or shurrabit Khurj, a useless part of saddlebag, or
'ablt, idiot. 15 It is common to hear men say to each

other warning themselves against women’s advice
shawirhum wa khalifhum, “consult them but do not
agree with them.” The same logic is applicable
to young men and even boys. A boy should not
say to his peers that he follows an advice of a
particular woman even if that woman were his

mother. Children have 'uqul saghlrah, little minds
that are not able to think or distinguish clearly

between things.

The Invisible Iconic Double, al-qarln

The double is similar or identical to the person
in every aspect including gender or sex except
that it is invisible. The double is not an imagined
iconic figure, but rather an invisible constituent
of a living person that metaphorically resembles
the image or reflection of that person in a mirror.
The double depends on the belief or the fact,
 as informants assert, that every thing, animate or
inanimate except for jinn, has a shadow. Yet, the
double is as an invisible shadow or image that
can make itself visible. Like a shadow, zill, the
double, qarin, accompanies the person wherever
he/she goes. The double is born with the person
and feels, thinks, and does whatever the person
does. It dies immediately after the person’s death
and is resurrected with the person on the Day of
Judgment. The concept of qarin, as some villagers
say, explains the widespread belief of badal (pi.
abdal) substitution indicating changeable qualities
of the same body or person. According to that
belief a pious person, known for his karamat
or wonders, can be seen in two different places
simultaneously where his qarin, double, or badal,
substitution, reveals himself concretely to other
people instead of maintaining his invisibility.

15 Among Bedouins of Awlad 'Ali in the Western Desert
(Egypt) Abu-Lughod (1986: 90-94) discusses similar no
tions related to the concept of zagl, or reason.


